
From: Michael Dawson 
Sent: 01 February 2017 17:16
To: Rebecca Atkinson
Subject: UK Docks, Conduct of STC re: Drawings and Plans
Attachments:
UKDocksPlans.pdf
D8296_1B.pdf
D8296_2.pdf
D8296_14.pdf

Dear Rebecca,

Part-way through, writing about Hayley Johnson the Corporate Lead, Part II, I realised that
I take much for granted when talking about plans and drawings and the various 
misrepresentations made of them by the Council. I've tried to summarise what I have been
saying since January 2014 when I first complained that the enclosure was not being built 
to plan and it is the first attachment - UKDocksPlans.pdf. The other attachments are 
drawings to which I have referred.

You already have copies of the exchange where Mrs Johnson has misinformed the MP for 
Berwick and now you have an explanation of the drawings so I can go on to explain to you 
how she has branded me unfairly as a trouble maker.

I also consider her response to Anne-Marie Trevelyan to be reprehensible especially as 
she cannot provide any evidence to prove me wrong.

What is happening that she wants to silence me for six months, one might ask? My initial 
thoughts were that UK Docks want to extend their enclosure without anyone being able to 
make a complaint but I think, perhaps, one of the main offenders retires at the end of the 
financial year. My money is on the building inspector who should have surveyed the works 
properly in 2001.

The responses I have had from the Council point to that and so does the confidence with 
which UK Docks misinformed the planning office with their deceptive plans. It is probably 
criminal fraud but the police do not pursue planning matters and the Council are unlikely to
act because it will expose of the conduct their staff.

This brings me to the conspiracy of silence surrounding the the UK Docks development 
and it is beginning to look like Mrs Haley Johnson has been appointed by the Chief 
Executive to enforce it.

Yours sincerely
Michael Dawson


